Twists & Turns #5 - Harder
BY ANDREW J. RIES
Answers fit in this puzzle in two
ways: Twists and Turns. Twists
are placed in the 25 Light and Dark ninesquare segments of the grid. Answers either
start or end in the middle square of each Twist,
and proceed in a spiral pattern, never moving
diagonally and never overlapping (see below
for four of the 16 possible orientations of the
answer ONE SAMPLE). Clues for Twists are
listed alphabetically, so you must use the Turns
to deduce the correct placement of the Twists.

Turns are placed consecutively from Start to
End, proceeding from left to right in Row 1,
then right to left in Row 2, and alternating as
such throughout the grid.
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LIGHT TWISTS
Deli installations featuring green
and black edibles: 2 words
Mingle (with): 2 words
Half steps, in music
Measure of a business’s health:
2 words
Occasion for a bus ride: 2 words
Paradisical hideaway: Hyph.
Romantic’s feeling
Set of boxes filled with letters
Show a connection between
Some facial cosmetics
Thin sheet used to wrap spring
rolls: 2 words
Tom Jones title repeated
between three “whoas”:
3 words
Where a cellar dweller “resides”:
2 words

• Eclipsed
• Framing components for a
camper: 2 words
• Onset of darkness
• Room to take spots: 2 words
• Snail, for one
• Take the place of
• To a huge degree
TURNS
1 Baker’s handwear
2 Observe a holy day, maybe
3 Like many Vatican matters
4 Washington, D.C. mayor Muriel
5 Open account?: Hyph.
6 Washer hookups
7 Follower of “fire” or “steam”
8 Creator of many ’70s sketches:
2 words
9 Upgrade
10 Moralistic sticklers
11 2024 Olympics host
12 Halloween animals
13 Spot for eggs
14 Strong attack
15 Terse request from a glutton

16 Opposite of resistant
17 Honorable person
18 Owned an error, metaphorically:
2 words
19 Do an art class activity
20 Portraitist born in Aragon
21 Iconographers analyze them
22 Ranted (at)
23 Body of tradition
24 Dish “thrown” together: 2 words
25 Track shape
26 Name that’s Greek for “peace”
27 Dogville director von Trier
28 Dissenter’s charge
29 Member’s charges
30 Series at a gym
31 Honorable person
32 Tormenting
33 Top the previous best: 3 words
34 Offer a view
35 Move, informally
36 Welsh soccer star Bale
37 Whooper on a lake
38 Mosaic piece
39 Beer menu heading
40 Long shots

DARK TWISTS
Broadly speaking: 2 words
Carefully studied: 2 words
Cause of Ford’s ascension
Computer programs with a
rhyming name
Quaint conveyance propelled by
a horse: 2 words
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